
December 7, 2015 
 
Gregory G. Nadeau  
Administrator  
Federal Highway Administration  
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE  
Washington, DC 20590  
 
RE: FHWA Docket No. FHWA-2015-0020  
 
Dear Administrator Nadeau:  
 
On behalf of the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA), thank you for the 
opportunity to comment on the proposed rule for the Revision of Thirteen Controlling Criteria 
for Design for the National Highway System [Docket No. FHWA-2015-0020]. ASLA applauds 
your efforts in creating this proposed rule that would remove certain design requirements 
that may prevent transportation planners and designers, like landscape architects, cities and 
communities of all sizes from designing and building transportation networks that are safe 
and accessible for all users.  
 
Under the current design criteria, any project that did not meet all 13 minimum design 
standards had to receive individual approval from the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) on a project-by-project basis, which added time, cost, and difficulty for those 
wanting to create safer roads for all users. After a review, FHWA has concluded that 11 of 
13 current design criteria for certain roads have “minimal influence on the safety or operation 
of streets and roads that have a 50 mph limit,” usually our urban streets or main streets in 
small towns and communities. Under the proposed rule, transportation planners and 
designers will only be required to attain design variances for National Highway System 
(NHS) roads under 50 mph on just two criteria— design speed and structural capacity.  
 
ASLA is particularly pleased that the proposed rule would allow for flexibility in the lane width 
category. Narrower lane widths have been shown to reduce travel speeds, thus making it 
safer for all modes of travel along streets and roads. In particular, reduced lane widths 
provide greater opportunity for bike lanes, pedestrian walkways, and integrated vegetation 
management projects. Additionally, for new roadways, reduced lane width means less 
paving and impervious surface, which results in less total stormwater runoff. Less paving 
also means less roadway contribution to the urban heat island effect.  
 
Similarly, flexibility in the bridge width criteria will also provide greater opportunity for safe 
and accessible travel on our nation’s bridges for modes of transportation other than cars. In 
many communities, bridges serve as critical travel connectors to schools, employment and 
other economic opportunities, shopping, and recreational outlets. Transportation planners 
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and designers need the flexibility to design or retrofit bridges in a manner that allows for safe 
bicycle and pedestrian use, including for children, seniors, and persons with disabilities, 
thereby allowing our bridges to be Complete Streets, too. 
 
Overall, ASLA supports the increased design flexibility in the proposed rule. However, 
eliminating the parameter for minimum grade may offer greater flexibility for designers to 
make decisions, but it may also allow certain project planners to disregard very critical safety 
and drainage requirements. ASLA urges caution in addressing this grading and drainage 
criteria.  
 
In addition to supporting this proposed rule, ASLA urges FHWA to incorporate the Context 
Sensitive Solutions (CSS) paradigm into design criteria. As you know, CSS is a 
collaborative, interdisciplinary approach that involves all stakeholders creating a 
transportation facility that fits its setting. The CSS approach leads to preserving and 
enhancing scenic, aesthetic, historic, community, and environmental resources, while 
improving or maintaining safety, mobility, and infrastructure conditions. In many instances, 
context sensitivity is informally a part of project development, but it may be limited to visual 
impacts only, with less demonstrable consideration on social or community values. 
Landscape architects are particularly astute at working with communities using the 
comprehensive CSS approach, which leads to a more wide-ranging and diverse set of 
transportation alternatives. If the full array of context-sensitive considerations become a part 
of all transportation design and planning processes, our communities would enjoy better 
transportation solutions that fit their unique needs.  
 
Once again, ASLA supports this proposed rule that will provide the necessary flexibility for 
landscape architects to plan and design safer rights-of-way for all users. If you have any 
questions about these comments, please do not hesitate to contact me or Roxanne 
Blackwell, Director of ASLA Federal Government Affairs, at rblackwell@asla.org. Thank you 
again for the opportunity to comment on this proposed rulemaking. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Nancy Somerville, Hon. ASLA 
Executive Vice President/CEO 
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